Grade 5 – Form B

Task 1 – Something Smells

Question 1
  Key – Weak Scent (#3) in Top box
  Very Strong Scent (#1) in Middle box
  Strong Scent (#2) in Bottom box

Question 2
  Part A Key – B
  Part B Key – A “gas”
  Part C Key – B

Question 3
  Key – C

Question 4
  Key – B

Question 5
  Key – The student should provide evidence describing how gases are invisible to the eye, but can still be detected by smell. The description should also discuss how gases tend to spread out, thus smells are stronger near the source and weaker as one gets further from the source of the smell.
Task 2 – TV Trouble

Question 1
    Key – A
Question 2
    Key – C
Question 3
    Key – A or E
Question 4
    Key – C
Question 5
    Key – D
Question 6
    Key – B
Question 7
    Key – B
Question 8
    Key – B and D